
Google expands the Local Services Ads 
Lead Generation program for Attorneys 
& Financial Planners

Google has recently announced plans to expand the 
Local Services Ads program to professional services 
nationwide. Participating companies that meet Google’s 
qualification criteria are given the opportunity to be 
listed at the top of the results page when a user is 
searching for a specific service.

How does Google’s Local Services Ads
for Attorneys & Financial Planners work?

To participate in the program, 
advertisers must pass Google’s 

screening and qualification 
process in order to earn their 

    GOOGLE SCREENED badge.

Customers who search for legal 
services or financial planners are 

shown three (two on mobile) verified 
listings of qualified providers at the 

top of their search results page.

To contact the provider, the 
user calls the presented phone 

number which connects the 
customer to the attorney’s or 

financial planner’s office.

How much does a lead/opportunity cost?

Google's Local Services Ads is a pay per call program where you are only charged for calls over 30 seconds. 
This is to ensure you are only charged for legitimate leads. Clients can also receive message leads.



WHY SHOULD 
MY FIRM JOIN?

Pay only for actual leads & 
opportunities (not for clicks).

Earn a      GOOGLE SCREENED badge 
and earn the trust of potential clients 
when searching for a provider online.

Take advantage of advanced 
settings to identify a specific set 
of customers you are interested in.Enroll today and take 

advantage of an early 
adopter offering!

SearchKings provides clients with 
access to an early adopter offering.  
Reach out to SearchKings to learn more.

How does Google rank 
service providers?

This verified directory rewards 
providers based on their quality of 
service and reliability.
Service providers that demonstrate high 
responsiveness and receive a large 
number of positive customer Google 
reviews are ranked higher and show up 
at the top of the search engine results 
page more frequently.

Where is the program 
available?

The program was introduced earlier this 
year in four US cities: Atlanta, Houston, 
Austin, and San Diego for financial 
planners, immigration lawyers, and 
estate lawyers. In preparation for the 
upcoming rollout, SearchKings is now 
accepting form attorneys in all areas of 
law practice.

SearchKings Early Adopter Offer
● Expedited approval process
● Dedicated account manager
● Ongoing account lead optimization

Learn More   |   googlescreened@searchkings.com   |   searchkings.com/gs


